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Leadership Dynamics : A Transect lanai Perspsctlv

Edwin P. Hoit.nd.r

State University of New York at Buffalo

Leadership dynamics emphasizes the process of Influsacs between a leader

- and those who are foflowers.1 While the leader may have power, influence

depends more on persuasion then on coercion. A Isadership process usual ly

Involves a two—way Influence relatlonshiD aimed primarily .t attaining mutual

goals, such as those of a group, organization, or society. Th.refors, leader-

Ship Is not just the leader’s function but requires the 
~~~~~~~~~ 

efforts

of others.

Although there is a common notion that the leader and followers fall Into

sharp categories, a l l leaders some of the time and to some degree are

followers. And followers are not necessarily lost in non—leader roles.

They may, and sometimes do, become leaders. Even though only some can be

appointed to the status of leader, in a particular time and place, the quali-

ties needed to be a l eader are not possessed only by those who fill that role.

On the other hand, whether In the affairs of nations, or in the many

components of a society, the qual ity of l eadership does matter. Leaders who

can guide ventures successful ly clearly have an impact on qual ity. However,

to understand effective l eadership it is necessary to look at the l eader—

follower rel ationship, and not only at the leader. A fuller view of leader-

ship needs to include followers and their responses to the leader. This

process forms the basis for the transactional perspective, or approach ~
leadersh ip. NTIS ..~~~

-

OOC ..t~ 3~i
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2
Features of a Transact ional ~pnroach

A transactional approach to leadership stresses two—way influence and a

social exchange relationship between the l eader and those who are followers.

In this relationship, the leader gives ~ometh l ng and gets somethi ng. Social

exchange refers to benefits wh ich are given and received as rewards. It also

has to do with the expectations people have about fairness, equitable treatment,

and what is just.2

The leader Is usually expected to give direction producing successful re—

suits for the group, organization, or larger social entity. In return, the fol-

lowers give the l eader greater esteem, status, and the responsi veness wh ich

makes influence possible. However, some minimum degree of success is necessary

for the leader’s position to be supported, because a lack of success removes a

major benef It which the leader can provide in a “fair exchange.”3

V Therefore, a fair exchange would be one where the leader performs well and

deserves the advantages of status. If the l eader fails to do well , especially

because of an evident lack of effort, then fol lowers are likely to hove a sense

4ice. They may also be discontent if the l eader seems to disregard

their i nterests along the way. When a l eader’s oor performance results from

not listening to fol lowers, there may be a feeling among them that blunders

are bei ng made because the l eader fails to “be in touch.” Followers may feel

left out and blame the leader for not mai ntaining the other end of the trans—

actIon with them.

The leader is usual ly the central figure In moving the group toward its

goals. Where the leader has the resources but routi nely fails to deliver, there
V is bound to be dissatisfaction. If , for example, the l eader a~peors to be dev— ‘

~leting from the accepted standards, such nonconformity will be tolerated ini-

tially. This is a feature of the Idiosyncrasy credit concept which emphasizes

sources of earned status and the l eader’s rel ated latitude for Innovation.4

- V - V . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~
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However, when a leader’s nonconformIty seems to produce unsuccessful outcomes,

the leader is more vul nerable to blame.5 It Is as f the group said, “We expect

good results from your actions. If you choose an unusua l course, we will go a—

long with you and give you some latitude. But you are responsible If the out-

come !~~ that the group fails to achieve Ii’s goals.”

A fair exchange also invol ves a climate in wh i ch the leader sees to it that

rewards are provided equitably. Basic to the exchange process Is the belief that

rewards, such as recognition, will be received for benefits given. However, It

is difficult to accomplish this routi nely. Even If it were done, the rewards

would take on less value due to their frequency, since the scarce reward is

usually valued more than the abundant one. But there is an optima l range for

rewards, so that some attention to their contr ibutions, even if not frequent,

is necessary If people are to feel fairly treated. Furthermore, some followers

may have a closer relationship with the l eader than others.6 This can produce

greater benefits for them, In part because of the resourcesthe l eader commands.

But there also can be higher costs because of the direct association with the

leader. Therefore, the actual “profit” of those close to the l eader may be no

greater than for the other followers who receive less but who also have lower

costs.

Summing up these points, the transaction between a leader and followers In-

cludes the two factors of system pro~ress and eQuity. The first deals with at-

taining group goals and the second with the follower ’s sense of being treated

fairly along the way. Simply put, where they have a choice, followers requi re V

a sufficient sense of bei ng fairly rewarded to remain inside the group and to par-

ticipate. This sense of equity often depends upon a comparison with what others,

of comparable characteristics and responsibility, are receiving relative lo their

i nputs. However, the leader especially needs to be alert to perceived I nequI-

ties, end wi l l likely be blamed for them as a determ i ner of rewards. These per—

V 
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ciptions are subjective judgments since reward s and costs are always relative

to the people Invo lved. 
V 

‘ 
-

The transactional approach also considers the two—way nature of Influence.

Followers need same latitude to exert counter-influince rather than being

locked into a situation of great power wielded by the leader. Relationships

in leeder—fol lower roles are easily effected by the use of power to exert con—
V 

trol Bold assertions of power by a leader can create costs to the leader and

to the leader—fol lower relationship. indeed, a desirable feature of social

exchange Is to help check egoism and the abuse of power.
7 More rea li stica l ly,

V 

power can be diffused and shared In an organization, rather than beln9 held

tightly in one place.

Leadership Effectiveness 
V

A crucial factor In the exchange between leaders and followers Is that the ,V 
-

leader be seen to be cdnpotent in producing results. Therefore, the effective—

V ness of the leadership process is bound to became a basis for judgi ng whether

an exchange Is fair. After all , the organization and group members reward the

leader more l iberally than anyone else, and good results are expected.8 Although

often subjective, judgments about “getting results,” “showing ability,” and other
such qual ities carry weight In fol lowers’ perceptions of the leader. This fec—

for Is also the main inItiai~ source of idiosyncrasy credit, wh ich allows the

leader latitude for influence and innovation. V

Those results which matter in leadership effectiveness are of two kinds.

First are the standards measured with regard to quant ity ~~ fl%ia t itv .Qf perform—

~~~~~~~~ Second are the ~~~ thI ngs ~~j  done in achieving goals, and the benefits

provided for the Individuals In the group. A related consideration is how veil

the availabi• resources are used~ - 

V 

V

communication p lays an especially significant role in the l eadership pro— ‘

cess. Leadership effectiveness requires goal—setting, imp lementation, evalue—

tion. end feedback. These are steps In a communication link between the leader 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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and fol lowers that give a unified view of the group’s caiwnon purpose.
10
lhere are

Interpersonal qualities associated with l eadership effectiveness end exercIsIng

inf l uence. However, Inf l uence is not sufficient by itself but depends upon the

percept ion of a leader ’s competence, fairness , and IdentIficatIon with the group

and its goals. The content of these is judged In the particular circumstances

V wh ich exist In a given situation. In most situations, a leader is expected to

show enough competence on the task, end to have sufficient Interpersonal skill ,

to hel p in gaining group goals with attention to the needs of folIowers.~

The skills contri buti ng to l eadership effectiveness also inc l ude the ability

to show foresight and planning in dealing with new conditions. Imag i nation and a
V 

sense of what might be are essential to this process. Training individuals In

skills for leadership effectiveness is qu ite possible, even though some individ-

uals can be identif led who have greater potential to be effective as a result of

capacity and experience. MaIntaining the role of l eader is another important

aspect of effectiveness. It depends upon fulfilling expectations for perform-

ance, and being adaptable to changing requirements.

An Important function of leadership is to facilitate efforts for planned

change.12Some changes occur whether or not people initiate them, because of life

circumstances. But change may be planned or resisted, or shaped, by the efforts

f of concerned individuals. Where a need Is recognized, they take the Initiat i ve

In seeking imaginat ive ways to meet new circumstances, and new l eaders may arise.

Legitimacy and Authority

The effectiveness of l eadership also depends upon a leader’s legitimacy and ’

authority. Legitimacy may come from appointment, election, or from the w i lling

support of followers.13 it is the basis for the acceptance of the leader’s easer—

tions of inf l uence, which is the operational meaning of authority. A leader’s

authority also Is related to the nature of the rules governing the actIvity. The

foll ower ’s perceptions of the l eader’s direction as consistent with organization—

V —~~~~~~~ V~~ S~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. , ..,
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at and individu a l goels also are pert inent. Responsibilities go with authority,

but these may or may not be matched by the author ity granted. Often, a l eader’s

authority is enhanced by the followers ’ view of the l eader as competent and

motivated. 
V

In additIon to legitimacy, competence, and mot ivat ion, leaders have other

personal qualities wh i ch are percei ved by followers and affect their responsive-

ness to the l eader. Indeed, there now is a resurgence of i nterest in people who

fill the l eader role, especially where it Is possible to relate their character-

istics to task demands and other aspects of the situation. This development is

seen in contingency models of leadership as wel l as in the transactiona l ap—

proach.
14 
Both approaches are actually extensions of the situationa l approach and

are aided at represent ing more of the richness of the leadership process.

The effect of a leader or followers depends on qualities wh ich are approp-

riate to the l eader—follower relationsh i p in a given situation. The concept of

a “leader style” is usually appi led with respect to bi—polar compari sons, such as

autocratic or democratic, task— or human re lations—oriented, and c lose or distant

supervision. However , each of these needs to be und 3rstood in a part i cu lar con-

text. Style is a ,relatioii&t ~~
j
~
ç

~p±, and Its effect depends upon the reactIon

of followers. It is therefore risky to make sweep ing statements about a quality

needed for a leader to have an effect ive style unless more is known about fol-

lower expectat ions and the nature of the situation.

Appointment and Elect ion

Research on the leader ’s source of author ity, In appointment or election,

ind icates that these factors interact with a leader ’s perce ived competence, inoti—

vation, and the success or failure of the group’s efforts. The stress in this

research is on the re lat ionship of the perceptions of the leader to the leader ’s

and the followerS’ actions. For examp le, ~n experiment with problem—solving

groups found that ‘members were more willing to accept selfish action by an elec—

~ g leader then by an appointed onel5 The action i nvolved the division of the 

S --.’ 
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group’s !‘w i nn l ngs,” based on points earned. Under the rules, the leader had the

authority to make a decision about that division . in the “self—oriented” condi-

tion, the leader assigned the greatest share to hImself, and in the”equal l— ‘

tarlan” condition he assigned everyone an equal share, includ i ng h imself. This

experiment also provided a measure of leader Influence and a report by members

afterward on how much they had been inf l uenced by the leader. With an elected

leader, members were more willing to acknowledge the extent to wh ich they had

been inf l uenced than with an appoi nted one. .
.

In another line of research, appointed and elected leaders were stud ied in

the role of group spokesman.!6 This is a role which has previously been found to

be espec ia l ly sensitive to followers’ perceptions of the l eader’s competence and

motivatIon. Servi ng as a spokesman puts an Individual’ s stand i ng to a test be—

cause contention and negotiation pose a threat to the group’s i ntegrity. The

experiment focussed on the leader functioning in the spokesman role, achieved

either through appoi ntment or election. Two other variables were introduced as

w*II, that Is, the leader’s initially perceived competence for being the group

spokesman, and his evident success or failure in presenting the group’s posilion

effectively to an external authority. The expectation was that the elected

spok esman would be chosen more frequentl y to remain in this role than the ap-

pointed one, other things equal. The procedure i nvol ved four-man discussion

groups considering the problem of developi ng a defense for a fellow student ac—

V cused of cheating.

The most striking find i ng of this experiment was that the elected spokesman

was more likely to be rejected then the appoi nted one if he was either inItia lly

perceived to lack competence, or failed to produce a favorable outcome. By con—

treat, the appointed spokesmen satlsf led group nembers If there were any sign
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that he was either initially competent or produced a successful outcome. This

f ind ing suggests tI~at elect ion createc~ higher demands by group members for the

leader’s performance. There was also a greater wIllingness to change elected

leaders when the i ncumbent appeared to be failing to produce desi red outcomes,

as might be expected. In election, the followers are the ones who can grant or

withdraw legitimacy. Whi le there is usua l ly a greater sense of i nvestment in
V 

someone that they have put in the leader ’s pos ition, an elected leader remains

vul nerable to being replaced by followers. For conti nued support from followers,

a l eader’s perceived competence and motivation seems to be particularly crucial.

A rev iew of the find ings from research on leaders serving as negotiators in

i ntergroup rel ations ind i cated that important behaviora l differences were re-

lated to their source of authori ty.
t7 

First, regard i ng legitimacy, those l eaders

elected by the group showed greater toughness than negoti ators who had not been

conf irmed by an election. Appointed l eaders were only as tough in negotiation

as elected leaders when they had to consult their members dur i ng negoti ations.

Therefore, accountabilit y to the group seems to be the main factor determining

these differences in the negotiator’s behavIor.

In another exper iment, on resolving human relations problems, it was found

that elected representatives felt freer to be conciliatory than did appointed

ones.’8Although this appears to contradict the find ings just rev iewed, two points

are relevan$.~•~ The kind of issues chosen - will have a bear i ng on the -approach neg—

otlators take —— toughness for some and conciliation for others. Furthermore,

while elected representati ves may be more accountable as negotiators, they may

also have more credits available from followers. These credits would give them

more latItude to compromise when necessary.

A related find i ng from other research is also pertInent.19~~~~j~d l eaders,

who could accept or reject group decisions on urban problems, rejected them a—

bout 5Q~ more on the average than did appoi nted l eaders In the same experimental 

---V-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~-,- -
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conditions. This finding seems to s hw  that elected leaders In this sItuation

t felt a greater s•nse of lat itude for dev l~ ting from the group’s recosmende—

tions than did appointed leaders. On that point, an analysis of the messages

leaders sent back to their groups when rejectIng their decIsions supported

this Interpretat ion.

Pursuing the broader line of this research on appointment or electIon, two

V related experiments were done with leaders who were elected or appointed and

whose groups l earned thai they had done well (“success”) or not well (“failure ”).20

In the first experiment, twelve groups composed of four male students each

were presented with the typical urban problems from the city called Colossus.

ThIs Is the task that had been used In the experiment just noted, in wh ich

leaders could deviate from their group’s decisions——and did so more when

elected than when appointed.

The first of these experiments found that the influence of the elected

leaders was greater than that of the appointed leaders. Furthermore, the

Influence of elected leaders Increased after failure feedback and decreased

after success feedback. This effect was Interpreted in l ine with the Idea

that a “cr isis” was created by the apparent failure, and there was a “rallying

around” the elected leader, at least InitIally .2t In the success condition,

however, there was no crisis and accordingly group members acted out of a

griàter secur Ity in theIr own judgmenti. - 
V V

The second experiment also used the Colossus material, with a third

phase added to study the results of having a change in leaders by appointment

or election, and with the ident ical success or failure feedback as before.

The guiding hypothesis was that the newly elected leader would be more influ—

•ntial Initially than the newly appointed leader. The longer range interest

was to look more closely at the followers ’ tolerance of the leader and their

willingness to have him continue.

-- _ -~~-V ~~~~~~~~~ ~~
__ 
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The findings of this experiment showed that the heightened Influence

of th. elected leader In the second phase was indeed brief. In the group

saw no signs of greater success, then the leader was deposed, despite his

rise to greater Influence following the crisis. After a point, then, the

perpetuation of the crisis did not serve to sustain the leader’s position.

Th is fInd Ing is In accord w ith earl ier research already noted which demon-

strated that in groups whIch experienced failure leaders were held more

responsible for the group’s outcomes and lost esteem more rapidly than

non—leaders.

Another experiment had male col lege students elect theIr group’s leader

after ratings were made in a Leader less Group Discussion (LGD).22Where the

person with - the highest 160 rating was elected leader, the groups performed

most promptly when faced with an emergency. The worst performance was found

In groups where the election had been so arranged as to make It appear that

the member with the lowest 160 rating was elected leader. The main conclusion

was that the leader who is legitimated by the group through election, after

a process of emergence, Is in a strong position to get things done.

All In all , the research done on the source of a leader’s legItimacy m di-

cates that appointment or election create different realities within which

the leader and followers operate. A case can be made that election gives
followers a greater sense of responsibility and higher expectations for the

leader’s performance. This can be understood as a social exchange in which

th. group gives the leader a benef it In advance, by electing him or her to a

position of higher status. Then group members feel a claim on the leader to

• return the benefit by producing favorable outcomes. 

. .
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From a transactional perspective, the research just considered is espec-

ially notable for the dynamic qua l ity of leadership it stresses. The

emphasis is on the followers’ perceptions in relationship to the perceptions

and actions of leaders and, then, the counteractions of followers. Clearly,

there are many aspects of this rel ationship that need to be investIgated more

thoroughl y, beyond the matters of source of authority and success or failure.

Among those aspects are the means by which the leader’s position Is legit i-

mated, and the val idators to whom the leader must be responsive. Relatedly,

V 
there is the matter of the composition of the group and the way the task is

set.

With regard to the first of these matters, research on l eadership has

- 
- 

most often involved all—male groups. Mixed-sex groups have been relative l y

neglected, despite the different dynamic they may ~re~.nt. In our own work

on such groups, we conducted two exploratory studies using the same Colossus

materials, w ith each group made up of two male and two female students. Over-

all , we found that male l eaders were more influential than female leaders,

and we attributed this to a sex—role stereotype.~~ We recognize of course

that the general izab ilit y of these results may also be constrained by other

l imiting factors, Inc l uding the nature of the task .24 Indeed, other recent

research with mixed—sex groups goes even further in suggesting that the sex

composition of the group may redef ine the task situation for both the l eader

and followers.25

In this vein, the particular task, and how ft is presented, -do affect

leader—follower relations. One experiment showed that the expectation that

there will be an external eval uation of the group created not greater but

S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _-__ _ _ _ _  — — ---- — -
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less rel iance on the leader by fol lowers.26 This was contrary to expecta-

t Ion and seemed surprising. It was explained by the consideration that the

opposite condition wh ich was established-—that is, no statement about eval ua-

tion——created ambiguIty. Therefore, an effect of this ambiguity might be to

- .
‘ enhance ret lance on the leader as a resource. In short, the leader appeared

to be valued more then as a prov ider of information and direction.

in sum, the transactional perspective sees followers as having an active

and responsive role rather than a passive one. All actions are not seen to
• depend upon the leader, nor must all , benefits come from the l eader. Further-

more, the leader’s posture is not necessarily fixed, but may accommodate to

the expectations fol!owers have for the l eader’s behavior. This more active

F sense of the follower role offers the possibility and promise of richer forms

of Invol vement in groups and organizations. -

I-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  • ~~~~~~~~— -~~~
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